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         HIGHLIGHTS: 
          
         - The entire document deals with trapping.         Russell:  Well, I'm 
Russell Taylor from Burleigh Falls, but my 
         original home is at Curve Lake.  Like that's a member of the 
         band, but I've always made my living down here and working 
         around here.  And, but when I was 12 years old I used to go 
         with my dad -- that was my stepfather -- used to go with my dad 
         and mother and dad's brother to Pigeon, well they call it 
         Pigeon Lake.  But there used to be a creek there and they 
         called it Pigeon Creek and that's where we used to camp.  So 
         we'd leave around March, about the first of March.  We'd stay 
         in a tent, pitch up two tents.  And then we didn't...  Like 
         there was no stove, just make a big bonfire outdoors all the 
         time and do the cooking.  So at that time there we was trapping 
         -- like I wasn't trapping, but they were trapping, like my dad 
         and uncle. 
          
         Fay:      Were they trapping for money or were they trapping 
         for their own purposes?  
          
         Russell:  No, they were...  Well, both.  Like, you know, 
         that...  Now where was I in the first place?  Like they were 
         trapping so whatever...  And there was lots of rats that time, 
         you know, they were good hunting.  And they'd come home around 
         about...  Oh, they'd leave just coming on daylight in the 



         morning and they'd be home around about say maybe ten o'clock, 
         and they'd have, oh, maybe around 35 or 40 rats.  And at that 
         time the hide of the muskrat was only 10 cents a hide.  And, of 
         course, then...  Well, they'd skin them and stretch them.  And 
         mother she'd pick out the best ones like, you know, the ones 
         that had, you know, lots of fat on them and she'd clean them 
         up.  And they used to take two great big buckets, they used to 
         take two of those...  You know, years ago they used to have 
         those great big, oh, I don't know...  So they'd stretch them 
         and they'd get like what they call the red willow.  You know 
         what a red willow tree is?  
          
          
         Fay:      Not really. 
          
         Russell:  Oh, it only grows about that high and it would be the 
         size of your little finger.  Of course, you know, you'd have to 
         pick them out, but they were thick along the shore.  So that's 
         what...  They bend them around like a hook, you know, like 
         that.  And put their hide on that, turned it inside out and 
         dried it, like the inside, hang them outdoors.  So they'd like, 
         you know, they'd get as many as they could.  I've seen them get 
         like...  While we were there in the spring they'd get around 
         about maybe 200 or over.  And of course that wasn't much money.  
         But, you know, at the same time it was lots of money them days. 
          
         And so the buyer would come around, and oh, like, you know, 
         there was different hides of the muskrat.  You'd get some that 
         was kind of thin and you get some good ones, you know.  So the 
         thin ones, that would be like the ones that was born...  You 

 in 

sed to have those 

 

r 
 

er, 

ney they'd get, well they'd pay up, some of them would pay up 

         see the rat, like they have young ones twice a year, twice a 
         season, like in the spring and in the fall.  So the thin ones 
         you'd get, that would be the fall rat, they'd be a little 
         thinner, see.  But the ones that was born before that, like
         the spring, they'd have a tougher, a little thicker skin.  So 
         they'd get about 15 cents apiece for them.   
          

 then they cleaned them all up and mother u         So
         two great big buckets and they'd pack them in there and salt 
         them.  And we'd...  Like that would be...  We wouldn't waste 
         anything.  Well, there would be probably the odd one that we'd
         have to throw away.  Probably ones that had a tough winter or 
         something like that.  And anyway it went along like that, and 
         then they got up to 30 cents a hide.  So they thought, you 
         know, that was getting pretty good, getting that 30 cents, o
         maybe 35 cents.  Then it got up to a dollar, you know, probably
         about...  That was a couple of years, two or three years after, 
         that it got up to a dollar.  So they were starting to make 
         money then.  Like they would get more ambitious to work hard
         see.  That's the way the Indians used to...  Like they'd, what  
          
         mo
         their debts, you know, what they'd owe, like borrow in the 
         wintertime, some of them.  Then they... whatever they had left 
         over, then that would give them a chance to buy their kids some 
         clothes, like shoes and...  Of course that was... they only got 
         them once in a while, because they had to look out for what 



         they owed and things like that.  So then, so that's the way it 

y:      That's a good price. 

 

 

r 

And that would be the reserve?  

ssell:  Yeah.  That we couldn't trap where we used to.  So of 

d 
 

we 

y:      And you get caught for poaching. 

 hunt fox.  That's 

  

         went for, oh, till I was...  Well, that would be around about, 
         probably around about 1919.  Then the rats went up to $5.25 a 
         hide.   
          
         Fa
          
         Russell:  And before that we had no trouble at all, we could 
         trap any place.  Wherever you wanted to set a trap, there was 
         nobody else trapping, only Indians.  Well, there was an odd 
         white man, you know, that trapped there but... like he trapped 
         all over too.  And so it came up to $1.25 a hide and that was 
         wonderful then.  And at that time I was trapping that time 
         myself.  And they, so it went on like that for probably two or 
         three years, maybe a little bit more than that.  Then the law 
         came in, you know, the government.  Well, I wouldn't blame the 
         government so much, it was the farmers.  Like, they didn't want 
         us to trap on their grounds.  Because, you know, rats was so 
         plentiful that you could set your trap any place and get 
         your...  Well, the farmers was making quite a bit too.  So 
         that's how they come to change that.  So we just had to keep
         our own trapping grounds.  Of course, like we had quite a bit 
         of trapping ground.  Then it got so that we had quite a bit of 
         trouble over it.  Like, you know, you'd probably just go too 
         far into the odd farmer's place, or you go and ask the farmer,
         see if he was going to trap.  So he'd tell you no (inaudible) 
         shoreline.  And so the law came in then about the hunting 
         rights.  And it's quite a story, like they wanted to buy ou
         hunting rights so like we'd have to trap just in our trapping 
         grounds.  
          

y:               Fa
          
         Ru
         course they came over and they offered us $25 a head.  Now 
         that's $25 to me, $25 to my children, like that.  And we use
         to get paid in the spring -- of course it only came to, like it
         started off with $1.50 a head, then it went up to $2.50.  I 
         don't think it went up any more than that, $2.50 a head.  It 
         might have for all I know, I never kept track.  So anyway 

d          that's the way we were screwed with our hunting rights.  An
         used to get that for five years, $25 a head, but we only got it 
         once.  So that's the way we got food.  And now we're just the 
         same as a white man now, we got to get...  Them days we didn't 
         have to get license, now we got to buy license when we want to 
         hunt. 
          
         Fa
          

ssell:  Yeah.  And in the wintertime we'd         Ru
         about the only thing, we had raccoon to hunt, and fox.  But 
         before that you could hunt anything.  You could go and get a 
         deer if you wanted.  We'd go fishing whenever we felt like it.
         But I think you wasn't, you weren't supposed to sell the fish, 
         not since I can remember anyway.  But you could trade it off 
         for food.  Any farmer, you know, that wants them, well, you  
         could get like meat and potatoes, and butter, like that.  And 



         probably you'd get, maybe some places you'd ask for a little 
         bit of money so you could buy your bread, and flour, and stuff 
         like that.  So that's the way it started off. 
          
         Fay:      So you have no hunting rights now.  Like they were 
         signed over and you're only...  Right now you only need the 
         money that you were supposed to get from the agreement? 
          
         Russell:  Well, as far as that goes we don't get no money now.  

ssell:  Yeah.   

y:      So you used to be a trapper at one time when you came 

ssell:  Yeah, from the War, yeah. 

ssell:  Well, you know, just like everything else.  Like you 

 

 

ere did you hunt beaver?  Like, did you look for a 

 over.  Like, well, wherever you'd go 

y:      What were beaver hides selling for around 1919? 

ssell:  Well, I imagine you'd get around maybe $3, $4, if 

y:      So muskrat hides were more than beaver hides?  

 we 

.  Well I have to, you know.  

          
         Fay:      But the government does owe you some money? 
          
         Ru
          
         Fa
         back from the War? 
          
         Ru
          
         Fay:      So you must have trapped in the Burleigh area. 
          
         Ru
         could, when they were hunting fox and raccoon, like you could 
         go mostly any place.  Because the farmers, you know, they 
         didn't mind when you went through their property, see, like
         hunting fox and raccoon.  Because they weren't interested in 
         that at all.  But it...  And then the younger, I suppose the 
         younger generation, I suppose when they went doing that thing 
         in the wintertime they start hunting fox and raccoon, because 
         they were, like, you know, a fair price.  And we'd hunt beaver,
         we'd go any place and hunt beaver.  But it got so now that, 

y          like the government, they've got their laws and we got to obe
         them now.   
          

y:      Wh         Fa
         specific kind of place?  
          

ssell:  No, we went all         Ru
         there was beaver, you know, in the swamps.  You got beaver in a 
         trap.  
          
          
         Fa
          
         Ru
         that, for a beaver.  
          
         Fa
          

ssell:  No.  They were down.  No, this is just...  When         Ru
         got that $5.25 for a hide, for a muskrat, that kind of died 
         down, you see.  
          
         Fay:      Did you enjoy trapping?  
          

ssell:  I did, yeah, I really did         Ru
         There wasn't...  Like I was married then, and so the fellows 



         that I, you know, the fellows that I went hunting with... I 
         guess I'm the only one that's living now, I guess.  We had 
         different fellows, you know, that just...  Like there would be, 

ssell:  Well, they just (inaudible).  Oh, around about that 

n 

er 

ssell:  Oh yeah. 

y:      Is that a good place for beaver?  

y:      Why is it such a good place? 

ssell:  Well, it's mostly all swamp, and lots of poplar like 

s 

 

y:      Yeah, quite a change over. 

ssell:  Yeah. 

 think trapping is very profitable now?  

ssell:  Eh? 

y:      Do you think trapping is very profitable now?  

ssell:  Well, not so very much, my dear.  Because, you see, 

         just be probably about three or four of us at that time then.  
         That would be our gang every day.  Of course now you go out 
         with seven or eight fellows now for hunting.   
          
         Fay;      What kind of traps did you use? 
          
         Ru
         time, up till about say maybe 15 years ago, they started to 
         build different size traps.  But when we was hunting fur, whe
         we was trapping for muskrat, we had what they call a number one 
         trap.  Well, it's only a small trap.  Then they got up to 
         number two trap and that was about twice the size of a numb
         one.  But take it to around about 12 years ago, now they got 
         traps, you know, they're worth around about, oh I'd say maybe 
         $15 now, I guess, for one trap.   
          
         Fay:      When you first started trapping did they have all the 
         same size? 
          
         Russell:  Yeah, they all had the, yeah.  It was all the same 
         thing.  
          
         Fay:      Did you ever hunt beaver back at Coon Lake here? 
          
         Ru
          
         Fa
          

ssell:  Yeah.          Ru
          
         Fa
          
         Ru
         that, poplar trees.  Of course that's what the beaver...  In 
         that time, you know, there was, oh, there was lots of food 
         for...  Like what they call wild rice -- well, there was lot
         of that.  And that's where the muskrat, you know, used to make 
         their homes, where there was lots of wild rice.  And they'd get 
         an odd bear.  So now, the way it is now, is that we just get 
         whatever the government asks you to get.  But it's quite a bit
         different now than what it used to be in my younger days. 
          
         Fa
          
         Ru
          

y:      Do you         Fa
          
          
         Ru
          
         Fa
          
         Ru



         like there's more work now.  You know what I mean?  Like in the 

y:      That's a long time, isn't it? 

y:      Once you've trapped the animals you're responsible 

ssell:  Well, you mean to sell them then? 

y:      Yeah. 

 

y:      So when did the price go down so low?  

y:      There seems to have been a crash in the market, for 

ssell:  Yes.  Well, it comes in like in different times.  Now 

t 

ugh 

 

y:      Who was the main buyer here? 

ssell:  Well, we had (inaudible).  That's where that big bear 

n 

y:      Do you think that it was right that the Indian people 

         cities and they get their jobs and they hang onto them.  I have 
         a son-in-law that's... he finishes 31 years Friday, in one 
         place.   
          
         Fa
          
         Russell:  Yeah. 
          
         Fa
         for skinning them and stretching the hides and all this?  
          
         Ru
          
         Fa
          
         Russell:  Yeah.  Well, you'd get like...  You had trouble 
         selling them.  There was lots of buyers, and it got so that
         they got so many buyers that they were like fighting one 
         another, see.  Like one buyer would give so much and another 
         buyer would try and beat that guy, to give a little more.  
         That's how the price went up.   
          
         Fa
          
         Russell:  Well, it went down, oh... 
          
         Fa
         the fur market.   
          
          
         Ru
         take it last winter.  Now take rats and beaver, fox, raccoon, 
         fish and all that stuff -- they were way up.  Now take a 

.  I         beaver, you know, where they got $25 and $30 a skin for it
         was like, you know, just what I said.  It's just up to the 
         buyers, see.  Probably you'd get one buyer here in Peterboro
         and maybe two or three of them in Peterborough.  So then you 
         went and...  But the younger days there'd be just probably the
         one buyer, and probably he'd come from Oshawa or Lindsay, 
         around there.  He'd go all over, see. 
          
         Fa
          
         Ru
         used to be sitting outdoors all the time on George Street.  And 
         of course there were the old people.  Of course I guess it's 
         still Lex's(?) place, I guess, you know, and the generation.  
         But we used to have...  I'll tell you who was the mostly 

ur i         buyers, there was more Jews that was going around buying f
         my younger days.  And them is the ones that brought the price 
         up, see.  But I think the fur was going to different countries 
         then.  That's the only way I can figure it out.   
          
         Fa
         should have lost their hunting rights?  Did you, or do you see 
         that they should have kept them? 



          
         Russell:  No.  No, I think they kept them.  Like, you know, 
         we'd watch out before we'd sell the hides.  Now take it now, 
         Bancroft is the best place to take it right now. 
          
          
         (END OF SIDE A) 

IDE B) 

o 

y:      Did you ever trap up on Stony Lake? 

ssell:  Yes.  Yes, I trapped here.  Well, this is where I 

y:      What would you trap in this area?  

ssell:  Well, I'd trap for muskrat in the spring, and 
 you 

 

y:      So therefore you shoot raccoon.  You don't trap for 

ssell:  Well, there are some people, you know, that will 
nd 

r, you 

ow, that you could send it down to Ottawa or Montreal before 

 little 

y:      Is there a Joplin? 

          
         (S
          
         Russell:  ...jobs around, only guiding then.  See that was the 
         next thing that the Indian people used to look for then, unless 
         you want to go and work for farmers.  Well, there used to be 
         odd jobs, you know, in Peterborough, like those big farms, you 
         know, that sometimes you'd get a job in there.  But what all 
         the old Indians they used to look for, like they'd start and d
         their planting and things like that.  And then the guiding came 
         in and it used to come in earlier than what it is now.  So, you 
         know, it was...  Well, it (inaudible).  But, you know, a dollar 
         went a long way that time.   
          
         Fa
          
         Ru
         done most of my trapping after I got married, down around 
         Burleigh and Stony Lake, around there.   
          
         Fa
          
         Ru
         raccoon.  You didn't really trap for raccoon but raccoon,
         know, will sometimes get in your trap.  Well, probably it was a
         little bit better than muskrat because you got a little more 
         and they used to make those here raccoon coats, really big 
         raccoon coats.  
          
         Fa
         them, you hunt for them. 
          
         Ru
         shoot raccoons.  Last fall, you know, I guess they were arou
         about $15 apiece.  But a lot of that fur goes to the 
         (inaudible) country now.  And there's a lot of that fu
          
          
         kn
         that.  Well even like right now, you know, you get like, oh, 
         little books, you know, where it tells you the price of...  
         Once they get your name they know you're a trapper.  Well, 
         you'll get one of those little books, you know, from 
         different... sometimes you'd have four or five of them
         books from different buyers.  So then you just look them over 
         and whoever has got the best higher price, well, he's the man 
         who got the most fur.  But (name) used to be pretty good, and 
         there was a fellow by the name of... 
          
         Fa



          
         Russell:  Joplin, yeah.  He was about, well he was about the 
         next best one.   
          
         Fay:      So you would hunt for raccoon in the winter?  
          
         Russell:  Eh? 

y:      You would hunt for racoon in the winter? 

 
 

  

y:      So they den up in a tree? 

ssell:  Well, it was always, yeah, always a tree.  You know, 

ing 

apped did you check your trap lines 

 morning, yeah.  Yeah, you'd go out twice a day.  

 

w 

like 

e 

m 

          
         Fa
          
         Russell:  Yeah.  And when you'd get a raccoon -- like very 
         seldom you'd get one raccoon in one place.  If you happen to
         run across them probably you'd get about seven or eight in one
         den.  Of course there's only certain times you can find them, 
         unless you had real good hunting dog that would find them, see.
         Because they don't go out, like they're pretty near something 
         like a bear.  They den up, but on a soft day they go out and 
         probably go to a spring some place and they'd... probably 
         whatever they'd get in the springs.  
          
         Fa
          
          
         Ru
         they had their regular homes.  It would be a big sized tree 
         where they'd probably... the insides all rotted out and it 
         would be just the shell.  Or else a big cedar log that's lay
         down, that's fell down, and maybe you'd get four or five out of 
         there.  Or else take a tree that fell down and took a lot of 
         dirt with it and made a... just... like the roots would be up 
         there and be hollow way down here.  So that's the reason I say 
         if you have a good dog, well, that's how you'd get them, that's 
         how they'd find them.   
          

y:      So when you tr         Fa
         every morning? 
          

ssell:  Every         Ru
         It all depends on the water.  Like you'd watch the water every 
         day, see.  Well, you can notice it, like you'd set your trap, 
         you know, just...  There was a pan on it about the size of a 50
         cent piece, like when you open up the jaws.  And of course 
         that's where the muskrat would step on this pan -- that's ho
         you'd get him.  And you'd set that down, probably about that 
         much water on top of it.  You know it's quite a knack for 
         hunting.  Like we'll say there's the rat house right here, 
         what they call a bank rat.  That's mostly what you get down 
         here at Stony Lake, bank rats.  Well you can always tell wher
         they come out to the lake from the house, from the bank rat.  
         The water would always be riley(?), kind of a milkish color.  
         So you don't set your trap right in the centre, you always set 
         it on the side a little.  So you figure out how wide the 

 the          muskrat is so you can get his arm or his foot.  Well, it's
         same way with the raccoon if you're going to trap him.  You got 
         to figure out how wide he is and...  Because if you set it in 
         the centre, you set your trap in the centre, you'd get him 
         right in the chest, see.  So all you got is just, you got hi



          
         by the hair, so all you'd get is just probably a little bunch 
         of hair there in your trap.  So there was quite a knack to it. 
          
         Fay:      So the muskrat drowned then after he got his leg 
         caught?  
          
         Russell:  Oh yeah.  You just have a little twig.  Oh, you carry 
         a little brush right in the canoe, like probably you'd go off 
         with maybe 30 or 40 little brush, you know, probably about that 

.  

 

y:      And was it the same method for beaver?  

ssell:  Yeah, same way with the beaver, yeah.  Of course they 

t 

  

y them, they're expensive, I guess.  I think they're $20 
 

.   

 

 

 

 

en 

         long.  And you just tie your...  There's a ring on the chain 
         and you just tie that on one end.  So when he jumps in, well..
         And the twig doesn't want to be too big or anything.  If you 
         do, well he's going to like twist himself off that if you have 
         it too big.  So you want to have the twig just so that he can 
         move it around no matter which way he goes.  So there was quite
         a knack in it.  
          
         Fa
          
         Ru
         got traps now.  I don't know, you ought to get Arnie to show 
         you a trap, what they got now for beaver.  You set that now... 
         well say that's where the beaver comes out, right out there.  
         Well that trap is wide enough, just about like that, and it 
         would be as long as that too.  Just get Arnie to show you the 
         beaver trap.  Now it's pretty hard to set them, you know, but 
         Arnie would show you.  There's a spring, when he steps on that 
         spring -- well he don't step on it, he hits it when he's coming 
         out of his den, he hits the spring.  And this great big high 
         piece of iron -- about the size of your finger, I guess -- tha
         comes down and that hits him right in the back, so it breaks 
         his back right there.  It's a powerful trap what they got now.
         But there is some traps you can buy, like if you don't want to 
          
         bu
         apiece, I think, or maybe more, apiece.  But I remember when
         Arnie bought his not so very long ago, I think he paid $9 
         apiece for those.  So he bought about nine of them, I think
          

d there used to be trappers right from Curve Lake all the way         An
         down to the end of Stony Lake, and that's 25 miles down Stony 
         Lake from here.  So you can see how far, like how far the 

all         trappers went.  I know when I was trapping here I'd be out 
         day right from daylight to dark.  And there was times, you 
         know, that...  Like you'd know the next morning if the water
         came up, like through the day, like in the spring of the year 
         how it comes up and goes down, like the Trent Canal now that 
         looks after the lakes...  It's up the limit.  They can keep it
         on the right level but you don't work as hard.  But now, the 
         way they got it now, the water will go down so your traps are 
         sitting up and there's no water over them, so you don't get 

          nothing.  And then sometimes the water will go way down again
         but you don't get nothing again, just probably a few.  Like 
         where you'd have a floating log where the rats come out and 
         make their sign, so you cut a notch in it just so your trap 
         will sit in there nice.  Well that's where you'd get a rat th



         every morning.  You could be sure of a rat there.  Because if 
         the water went down the log went down the same, so if the water 
         came up, well the log came up, you see.  So it was quite a 
         thing to...  It got so you couldn't, like...  Well, you 
         couldn't enjoy it because a lot of white people came in.  That 
         was after they sold our rights.  
          
         Fay:      So there were too many people hunting? 
          
         Russell:  Yeah.  And it's just the same way with deer hunting 

 
 

y:      And did you have to stretch it after that?  

ou just 

skin was tacked on the board?  

ssell:  Yeah, it was tacked right on the board.  And then 
e 

s 

st cut the arms a little wee bit and you peel them right off, 

e 

y:      And you fit the skin right over this? 

ssell:  Yeah, turn it inside out, like have the fur on the 

         now.  You can't, you know, you just got certain places to go.  
         There's signs all over where you can't go in there.   
          
         Fay:      How did you stretch the skins once you got them off 
         the animals?  
          
         Russell:  Well there's different ways, dear.  Now some buyers, 
         you know, they'll slit them right from the chin all the way to 
         down about to here.  And you skin them that way, take the hide 
         off, and that's the muskrat.  And there is some buyers, you 
         know, that would sooner have them that way, and there is some
         buyers where they skin, or where they cut them right around the
         leg part of it, and skin them up that way then.  So there's two 
         different ways that you skin it.  But raccoon, you cut them at 
         the arms right straight across and then you cut them right 
         straight down again; same way with his legs.  And then you just 
         peel the skin right off the whole thing, so it's a big wide 
         hide then.   
          
         Fa
          

ssell:  Yes, you stretch them the same way.  Well, y         Ru
         put them on a light piece of board.  Like we had boards, like 
         what we made, and well we'd put them away and use them for 

          four, five years.  Put them away and then you'd have to make
         another new set.  
          

y:      But the          Fa
          
         Ru
         they got so that the raccoons, they wanted them stretched lik
         a muskrat.  And of course that was up to the buyers.  Well, 
         yeah, I suppose whatever company that was, that the buyers wa
         selling to them, and that's the way they wanted them.  Like you 
         just cut them just around here and take the skin off.  And you 
          
          
         ju
         see.  That's the way they want them now, so you have to make 
         stretchers for that.  And you get a piece of board probably 
         about that wide and you cut it like an oval shape -- just lik
         that -- little narrower down there and then it keeps widening 
         out.  That's the way they want them stretched now. 
          
         Fa
          
         Ru



         inside.  
          
         Fay:      How long did it take the skin to dry?  

y:      Would this be outside?  

ssell:  No, you can set it any place.  Same way like you do 

 

 

 

ssell:  No, not that I know of, dear.  Well, I'll tell you 
hat I seen one time -- this was a bear skin.  I seen this old 

 

it from spoiling, 
cause it takes a little longer to dry a bear skin, because 

a good price for them?  

 They were a good price.  You skin them 
st the same as a muskrat.  Well, same as a raccoon, like you 

l these animals that you trapped and skinned, did 
 meat for yourself?  

          
         Russell:  Oh, it would dry in a couple of days. 
          
         Fa
          
         Ru
         the, but I don't know how they stretch a deer hide or anything 
         like that.  I've never seen a deer hide stretched.  But I 
         remember, like years ago -- well not so very long -- maybe 
         about 40 years ago, when I was way up around Sudbury, way up
         north.  Like you'd come into an Indian home, and you'd see a 
         deer hide rug, like a mat, laying on the floor.  So that must 
         be the same way that they stretched them.  Of course now, like 
         there's people, you know, that will buy the skins and then they 
         send them to the factory while they're bringing them.  They 
         don't have to get dry or anything, so I guess that's how they
         called it (inaudible), like paying them up for those fancy 
         clothes they make now.  And the bear, you skin that just the
         same way.  Like you just cut him right down and then you 
         stretch that out and tack it on.  
          
          
         Fay:      You don't have to treat it with anything, eh?  
          
         Ru
         w
         gentleman skin the bear.  Well, it was already skinned, but he
         was stretching the hide, and after he got through tacking it he 
         just got a little bit of salt and just salted all over.  
          
         Fay:      And what's that supposed to do?  
          
         Russell:  Well I suppose it would just keep 
         be
         their fur is so thick and their hide is kind of thick.   
          
         Fay:      Did you hunt, say mink, also?  
          
         Russell:  Oh yeah. 
          
         Fay:      Was there 
          
         Russell:  Oh yeah, they were a good price.  
          
         Fay:      And otter?  
          
         Russell:  Otter, yeah. 
         ju
         just cut them down here and stretch them that way, like otter, 
         and mink.  
          
         Fay:      Al

u use the         yo
          



          
         Russell:  No.  Well...  No, it was just like...  Well, I've had 

taste of raccoon, I tried raccoon and it was just about the 

trapped, 
y, all the animals?  What would happen to all the meat from 

the birds, they'd clean it up.  You go working 
rough a raccoon, beaver, you know, meaning around here.  If I 

 

ssell:  No, I never went up towards that way. 

ssell:  Oh yeah, there was people went up.  Oh, people went 
ast year, last 

ll.  It was the last time I went out hunting but it was for 

d Jack Lake?  

ssell:  Yeah. 

y:      Where was that?  

 up at Apsley, towards Apsley. 

y:      This side of Apsley? 

ssell:  Yeah.  You turn right there at Apsley. 

d hunting area? 

ssell:  Well, there was nobody hunting.  There was no white 
 there was 

me, you know, good hunting for all the Indian people.  

 far 
ck Lake? 

et's grandfather, he trapped up there quite a bit, 
.  

         a 
         same thing like a muskrat.  And I've had bear meat.  
          
         Fay:      What would happen to all this meat once you 
         sa
         the animals?  
          
         Russell:  Well, like, you know, you just throw it away.  But 
         there's always 
         th
         was to throw a muskrat out there it wouldn't be out there very
         long -- the dogs would pick it up, see.   
          
         Fay:      Did you ever trap towards Apsley way? 
          
         Ru
          
         Fay:      Were there people trapping up there?  
          
         Ru
         all over.  We went up there, like half ways up, l
         fa
         hunting deer.  I missed this fall, I didn't go out.  
          
         Fay:      But before the hunting rights were sold did the 
         people go up towards the Apsley area?  
          
         Russell:  Oh yeah, lots of them.  
          

y:      Do you remember a place calle         Fa
          
         Ru
          
         Fa
          

ssell:  That's         Ru
          
         Fa
          
         Ru
          

y:      Why was it such a goo         Fa
          
         Ru
         people hunting that time.  And that's the reason
         so
          

          Fay:      So when the people from Burleigh went hunting they
         went to, say, Stony Lake in that area, and they went up as
         Ja
          
         Russell:  Yeah, there was some that went up to Jack Lake.  
         Well, Margar

ck Jacobs         Ja
          



         Fay:      He was a good trapper, was he?  
          
         Russell:  Yeah, I think he even...  Well, I wouldn't say for 

p there for beaver. 

pper.  Well, 
, when it 

me the season time to trap, he goes right into that.  

-in-laws, so I went 
with him.   

ssell:  Yeah. 

y:      Was he trapping for beaver, or did he go in for 

 the 

 Yeah, from a pond to a lake -- on Pine Lake, Otter 
.  

ssell:  Well that would be in the fall, yeah. 

y:      Before snow then? 

was, yeah, when 

ow, like that.  Like we made our own snowshoes. 

ssell:  Well, there were some that we made out of cedar, the 
tree -- a good sized 

ee -- and you'd cut them in the shape of...  Like not as 

ssell:  Eh? 

         sure, but I think Sandy has been trapping u
          
         Fay:      Sandy was a good beaver trapper then?  
          
         Russell:  Yeah.  Yeah he's always been a good tra
         that's mostly what he always done.  Like, you know
         ca
          
         Fay:      Did you trap with Jack Jacobs?  
          
         Russell:  Yes.  Well, like we were brother
         with him quite a bit.  I went deer hunting 
          
         Fay:      So his area was up near Apsley then?  
          
         Ru
          
         Fa
         mostly muskrat?  
          
         Russell:  No, like he'd start from here and trap beaver all
         way up.  
          
         Fay:      Going from lake to lake?  
          

ssell:          Ru
         Lake, all them lakes up through there
          
         Fay:      What time of year would this be?  
          
         Ru
          
         Fa
          

ssell:  Yeah.  Well, we went up there when it          Ru
         the snow was on.  
          
         Fay:      How did you travel through the snow all that way?  
          
          
         Russell:  Well, it was more...  Well, we had snowshoes, you 
         kn
          
         Fay:      What did you make them out of?  
          
         Ru
         cedar tree.  You know, you'd split a cedar 
         tr
         fancy as what they got them now, but they'd be about that wide 
         and they worked just as good. 
          
         Fay:      What did you use for the webbing?  
          
         Ru



          
         Fay:      What
          

ssell:  Well

 did you use for the webbing for the snowshoes?  

 like, you know, you just put two holes like in 

ather, just shove your foot in there and have a piece of rope 

ssell:  Yeah. 

u have to keep... 
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         Ru
         the... where you put your foot.  And just have a good strong 
         le
         to tie around the back of your...  And then they came out with 
         real snowshoes. 
          
         Fay:      So that's how you travelled in the winter?  
          
         Ru
          
         Fay:      And yo
          
          
         (END OF SIDE B) 
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